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Abstract. A branchpoint of a compactum X is a point which is the vertex

of a simple triod in X. A surjective map /: X -» Y is said to cover the

branchpoints of Y if each branchpoint in Y is the image of some branchpoint

in X. If every map in a class % of maps on a class of compacta & covers the

branchpoints of its image, then it is said that the branchpoint covering

property holds for ff on 0.

According to Whyburn's classical theorem on the lifting of dendrites, the

branchpoint covering property holds for light open maps on arbitrary

compacta. In this paper it is shown that the branchpoint covering property

holds for (1) light confluent maps on arbitrary compacta, (2) confluent maps

on hereditarily arcwise connected compacta, and (3) weakly confluent maps

on hereditarily locally connected continua having closed sets of branch-

points. It follows that the weakly confluent image of a graph is a graph.

By a branchpoint of a compactum (i.e., compact metric space) X we mean

a point p of X which is the vertex of a simple triod lying in X. Given a

surjective map f: X —> Y between compacta we will say that / covers the

branchpoints of Y provided each branchpoint of Y is the image under / of a

branchpoint of X. Of course, in general, / will not cover the branchpoints of

its image, but if it does whenever / is required to be in a particular class ¥ of

maps and A" in a particular class G of compacta, then we will say that the

branchpoint covering property holds for '$ on G.

It is an immediate consequence of Whyburn's classical theorem on the

lifting of dendrites under light open maps [8,p.l88] that the branchpoint

covering property holds for light open maps on compacta. In this paper we

prove that the branchpoint covering property holds more generally for

confluent and weakly confluent maps on certain classes of compacta. As a

corollary we show that the weakly confluent image of a graph is a graph, thus

generalizing a theorem of Whyburn [8,p. 182].

I. Confluent maps on hereditarily arcwise connected compacta. Following

Charatonik [1], we define a surjective map/: X —> Y to be confluent if for each

subcontinuum A of Y, each component of f~l(A) is mapped by/onto A. It

follows from a theorem of Whyburn [8,p.l48] that open maps on compacta are

confluent.

Our first theorem shows that the branchpoint covering property holds for

confluent maps on hereditarily arcwise connected compacta (i.e. compacta in

which each subcontinuum is arcwise connected).
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1.1. Theorem. If f is a confluent map from a hereditarily arcwise connected

compactum X onto a compactum Y, then Y is hereditarily arcwise connected and

f covers the branchpoints of Y.

Proof. It is immediate that Y is hereditarily arcwise connected since / is

(weakly) confluent and arcwise connectivity is a continuous invariant.

Now let p be a branchpoint of Y and let 7 be a triod in Y whose vertex is

p. We shall find a triod T in f~x(T) such that/(7") = 7 and the vertex of T
covers p.

Label the endpoints of 7 by a,b, and c. Choose a component C, of f~~x(ab)

(ab is the arc in T with endpoints a and b). Since/is confluent, f(Cx) = ab.

Hence we can pick a' and b' in C. so that f(a') = a and/(/V) = b. Let a'b' be

an arc in Cx with endpoints a' and b' and pick p' E a'b' so that/(p') = p.

Now choose the component C2 of f~x{pc) which contains p'. Since /(C2)

= pc, there is a point c' in C2 with/(c') = c. Let c'p' be an arc in C2 from c'

to p' and choose the first point q of c'p' such that q E a'b'. Then since

ab n pc = {p}, we have that f{q) — p and so 7" = c'<7 U a'6' is the desired

triod.
We remark that 1.1 fails if X is required only to be arcwise connected, even

if/is monotone.

1.1 is helpful in classifying the confluent images of certain hereditarily

arcwise connected compacta. A fan is a dendroid with one branch point [2].

1.2. Corollary. The confluent image of

!an arc \ (an arc \
a circles     is     <| an arc or circles,

a fan   ) [a fan on an arc)

Proof. This follows from 1.1 and the fact that the confluent image of a

dendroid is a dendroid [1].
Contained in the proof of 1.1 is a triod covering theorem: each triod Fin Y

is the image of a triod 7' in X whose vertex is mapped to the vertex of 7. Note

that the obvious monotone map from an "77" onto an "X" shows that this fails

for n-ods in general, n > 3. However, in case /is also light, then «-ods can be

covered. In fact, we can state the following theorem, which does not seem to

have been noted previously.

1.3. Theorem. If f is a light confluent map from a compactum X onto a

compactum Y, then for each dendrite D in Y, and each point x E f~X{D), there

is a dendrite D' in X such that x E D' and f maps D' homeomorphically onto D.

Proof. (We thank the referee for supplying this argument.) Let /,

= f\t-\iD\. Then/ : f~x{D) -> D is onto and confluent [l,p.213], and hence it

is locally confluent [4, Theorem 2]. The range space of /■ being locally

connected, we conclude from Corollary 5.2 of [5] that /( is an OM-mapping.

But since fx is also light, it follows that fx is open. Now Whyburn's Theorem

2.4 [8] applies.

II. Weakly confluent maps on hereditarily locally connected continua.    A

map/from X onto Y is said to be weakly confluent [7] if for each subcontinuum

A of Y, at least one of the components of f~x {A) maps onto A under/ Recent
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results indicate that, in general, weakly confluent maps form a much larger

class than confluent maps. For example, any mapping of a continuum into a

chainable continuum is weakly confluent [7], while no mapping from a

hereditarily indecomposable continuum onto an arc is confluent (because

hereditary indecomposability is invariant under confluent maps). Now, as we

shall show by example in §111, the branchpoint covering property fails to hold

for weakly confluent maps on hereditarily arcwise connected compacta.

However, if we restrict our attention to certain hereditarily locally connected

continua (continua in which each subcontinuum is locally connected), then we

can retrieve the branchpoint covering property for weakly confluent maps.

ILL Theorem. /// is a weakly confluent map from a hereditarily locally

connected continuum X onto a continuum Y, then Y is hereditarily locally

connected and the branchpoints of Y are covered by the closure of the branchpoints

ofX.

Proof. The hereditary local connectedness of Y is immediate since / is

weakly confluent and the continuous image of a locally connected continuum

is locally connected.

Now let p be a branchpoint of Y and let U be an open set containing p. In

order to show that p is covered by the closure of the branchpoints of X, it

suffices to find a branchpoint q of X such that/(<7) G U. Choose a triod T in

U having/> as its vertex. We will find q in f~x(T).

Label the endpoints of T by a,b, and c. On the arc ap in T, choose a

sequence of points a, converging to a0 ¥= p such that a < a,< ai+x < p for

each i. Choose similar sequences bj —> b0 ¥= p and c, —* c0 ¥= p in the arcs bp

and cp respectively. Denote by Tt the subtriod of T with endpoints a,-, bt, c(.

Since / is weakly confluent, we can find subcontinua Af in f~x(T) with

f(At) = Tt. Since/-1 (T) is compact, we can assume without loss of generality

that the sequence Ai converges in the exponential topology to a continuum A0

in fx(T). Now since/is continuous, f(A0) = T0 [3]. Consequently, there is

an e > 0 such that the diameter of At is greater than € for sufficiently large /'.

Using [8,p.92] only finitely many components of f~x (T) have diameter greater

than «, and, hence, we may assume that all of the continua lie in the same

component C of f~x(T). We will find q G C.

Suppose C contains no branchpoints. Then C is a locally connected

continuum with no branchpoints and so must be either an arc or a circle. In

either case, it is clear that for each /', At\Ai+x has at most two components and

that as /' gets large, the diameters of these components approach 0. Let ex > 0

be chosen smaller than the diameter of each of the arcs a060, b0CQ, and c0a0

of 7^. Choose 5 > 0 so that for each subset K of C of diameter less than 8, the

diameter of f(K) is less than ex. Now choose i so large that the components of

A,\Ai+x have diameter less than 8. Since A,\Ai+x has at most two components

and ait bt, e, lie mf(Aj)\f(Ai+l) = l\Ti+x, at least two off-x(ai),f-x(bi), and
/ x(cj) must meet the same component of A\Ai+x. But if C is a component

of A\Ai+x containing a] e/"'(a,) and b\ Gf~x(b/), then /(C) 3 a,6,
2 a0bQ and so has diameter greater than tj. From this contradiction we

conclude that C must contain a branchpoint q.

II. 1 can be generalized somewhat. Let G denote the class of all compacta X
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having the property that for each closed subset A of X and each e > 0 only

finitely many components of A have diameter exceeding e. Note that by

[8,p.92] closed subsets of hereditarily locally connected continua are members

of 6. In fact, II. 1 holds if "hereditarily locally connected continuum" is

replaced by "a member of G " in the hypothesis.

11.2. Corollary. The branchpoint covering property holds for weakly confluent

maps on hereditarily locally connected continua whose branchpoints form a closed

set.

It follows from II.2 that if Y is a weakly confluent image of a hereditarily

locally connected continuum with n branchpoints {n < oo), then Y has no

more than n branchpoints. Thus we have a convenient tool for determining the

weakly confluent images of certain hereditarily locally connected continua.

11.3. Corollary. The weakly confluent images of

!an arc \ (an arc and a circle \
a circles      consist precisely of     }an arc and a circled .

a fan   J [a fan and an arc   J

Proof. Any weakly confluent image of an arc or a circle must be a locally

connected continuum with no branchpoints, hence an arc or a circle. The map

/: [0,1] —» 5" given by f{i) = e4"" is weakly confluent. Also, retractions are

weakly confluent.

In order to prove that the weakly confluent image of a graph is a graph we

need the following two lemmas. The first is used by Whyburn and is stated

without proof.

11.4. Lemma. Suppose f is a light map from a compactum X onto a compactum

Y. Then for each e > 0 there is a S > 0 such that if A is a subcontinuum of Y of

diameter less than S, then each component off~x{A) has diameter less than e.

11.5. Lemma. Suppose f is a light weakly confluent map from a graph X onto a

compactum Y. Then if p is the vertex of an n-od in Y, then there is an n-od in X

with vertex q such that f{q) = p.

Proof. Choose € > 0 to be less than the minimum distance between

distinct branchpoints of X and also less than the minimum diameter of a circle

in X. Apply II.4 to obtain a 8 > 0. Now if p is the vertex of an «-od in Y, it

is the vertex of an n-od N of diameter less than 6\ By the choice of e, each

component of/_1(jV) contains at most one branchpoint in A' and no circle in

X and so is a point, an arc, or an w-od for some m > 3.

Label the endpoints of N by ax, a2, ..., an. For each i = 1.n, choose

a sequence atj in the arc atp of N converging to a point ai0 ¥= p so that

at < atj < a, < p for each ij. Denote by Nj the sub-/j-od of N with

endpoints aJ, a2j, ..., a„j. Let Aj be a subcontinuum of X such that f{Aj)

= Nj. As in the proof of II. 1, we can assume that all of the continua Aj lie in

the same component C of f~x{N) and converge to a subcontinuum A0 of C.

By construction, C is an arc or an w-od for some m > 3. We claim that

m > n. For if m < n, then as II. 1,/ can be chosen so that the components of
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Ay\Aj+x are all mapped by/to subsets of Nj\Nj+x having diameters less than

the minimum of the diameters of the arcs a^a^, r ^ s, in N0. However, by

construction, N\Nj+x has n components and A,\Aj+x has at most m compo-

nents. Consequently, at least two of the sets f~* (ay), /' = 1, ..., n, must meet

the same component of A\Aj+x. From this impossibility we conclude that

m > n. Now since a can be chosen arbitrarily small, it follows that for some

choice of e, the vertex q of C is such that/(a) = p.

II.6. Theorem. The weakly confluent image of a graph is a graph.

Proof. Let/: X -* Y be a weakly confluent map from the graph X onto Y.

Form the monotone-light factorization of f, f = I ° m. Then the middle space

A" = m(X) is a graph (this follows from the fact that the monotone image of

an arc is an arc or a point). Let n be the highest order of the branchpoints of

A". Suppose Y is not a graph. Then there is an (n + l)-od in Y. But since / is

a light weakly confluent map, II.5 asserts the existence of an (n + l)-od in A",

contradicting the choice of n. This completes the proof.

Question 1. Given a graph X, is there an algorithm for listing those graphs

which are weakly confluent images of XI Note that there are only finitely

many such images.

Question 2. Is every graph the weakly confluent image of a finite tree?

III. Examples. In this section, we construct two examples which show that

the hypothesis of II. 1 that A' be a hereditarily locally connected continuum

cannot be weakened to hereditary arcwise connectedness nor can the conclu-

sion be strengthened by removal of the word "closure".

III. 1. Example. A weakly confluent map of the Cantor fan onto a a triod

which takes the vertex of the fan to an endpoint of the triod.

Let E denote the Cantor middle third set and let T be the standard triod

{(*>.v)l>' = 0 and |*| < 1 or x = 0 and 0 < y < 1}. Let g be a continuous

function from E onto the unit interval [0,1].

Now define a function F: E X [-2,2] -* T by

(y+1,0) if-2<y<-l,

F(x,y) =     (0,min{g(x), 1 - |y|})      if \y\ < 1,

(y- 1,0) if 1 <y < 2.

It is easily checked that F is well defined and onto T. Also F is continuous

because the restriction of F to each of the three closed sets —2 < y < 1,

\y\ < 1, and 1 < y < 2 is continuous.

Claim. F is weakly confluent.

Proof. Let K be a subcontinuum of T. If (0,0) G K, then there exist

numbers a,b,c with 0 < a, b, c < 1 such that the endpoints of K are (-a,0),

(0,b), (c,0). Choose e G E such that g(e) = b and consider the arc A

= {(e,y)\-a -1 <y<c+l}in£x [-2,2]. It is easily checked that F(A)
= K. If (0,0) £ K then K is an arc not containing the vertex of T. Choose

e G E with g(e) = 1. Then one can find an arc A in {e} X [—2,2] such that

f(A) = K.
Now to construct the example, note that F  '(-1,0) = E X (-2), and let A
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be the quotient space of E X [-2,2] obtained by identifying F_1(-1,0) to a

point.

Let G be the map from X onto 7 induced by F. Then noting that X is a copy

of the Cantor fan and G is weakly confluent, the example is complete.

111.2. Remarks. If we form the monotone-light factorization of the map G,

G = L o M, then it is easily seen that the middle space X' = M{X) is also a

copy of the Cantor fan and so L is a light weakly confluent map with the same

property as G.

Lelek has asked whether the confluent image of a chainable continuum

must be chainable [4]. McLean has shown that such an image must be tree-

like [6]. Of course, the weakly confluent image of a chainable continuum need

not be tree-like (see II.3); however, it may be wondered if the weak confluent

image of a chainable continuum must be chainable provided it is tree-like. The

answer to this is no, for the map F may be extended in a natural way to a

weakly confluent map from the chainable continuum described by Kuratowski

[3,p.l91] onto the triod T.
111.3. Example. A weakly confluent map from a dendrite onto a triod with

the property that no branchpoint of the dendrite is mapped to the vertex of

the triod.
Let Fbe the triod with vertex p and endpoints a, b, and c as shown in Figure

1.

b

6,

b3

•-•     •—l—:—•-•-•-
a a, a2     a3-p-c3   c2 c, c

Figure 1

On each of the segments ap, bp and cp construct sequences at, bt, and c,

converging monotonically to p.

Now the domain D of the mapping is pictured in Figure 2.

Certain points have been labelled by their image under the mapping. The

arcs connecting two labelled points with no labelled points between them are

to be mapped linearly onto the appropriate arc in Figure 1. This completely

determines the mapping. Notice that it is light. One argues that it is weakly

confluent by observing that if A is a subcontinuum of T, one of whose

endpoints lies outside the subtriod Tn of T with endpoints an, bn, and c„, then

one can find in the subdendrite D„ of D consisting of the entire horizontal

segment together with the 3n vertical segments labelled axc, a2cx, ..., a„c„_x,

bxa, b2ax, ..., b„ an_ x, cxb, c2bx, ..., c„ b„_x, a continuum mapping into A.
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c \a ft

c, "i *i

c2 H b2

_,_J ih •-1-1 Hi '-1-1-Lli_!-
a a,    a2 ■ ■   p b bl   b2 ■ ■ ■ p c       c,    c2 ■ • • p a

Figure 2
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